
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans

Teacher: Comer/Ladner/Parker/Hammons Week of: 11/1-11/5 Subject: ELA-8

Classroom News/Due Dates:

-DCA Week Nov. 2-4

-Please turn in any late or missing assignments- Progress reports are coming out soon!

-Pre-ACT standardized testing [formerly ACT Aspire] will take place next week [11/8-11/9]

Standards:

RI.8.4 [Focus] Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze the impact of specific word

choices on meaning and tone, including analogies or allusions to other texts.

Additional Standards:

RL.8.1 Cite the textual evidence that strongly supports an analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text.

RL 8.2 Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; incorporate a theme and its relationship to other story elements into an objective summary.

RL 8.3 Analyze how particular lines of dialogue or incidents in a story or drama propel the action, reveal aspects of a character, or provoke a decision.

SL 8.1 Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’

ideas and expressing their own clearly.

L 8.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

L 8.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

L 8.4 Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning of words or phrases based on grade 8 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of strategies.

L 8.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in word meanings.

L 8.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases; gather vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or phrase important

to comprehension or expression.

Day/Date

Bell

Work

Objectives
(“The student will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

SM = Student Modeling TTW = “The teacher will…”     TSW = “The students will…”

Assessment
Observation,

Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

Bell Schedule

Monday

2.3

Vocabulary

Quiz

Understand textual clues in a

sentence

Understand Greek and Latin

affixes and clues to word

meaning

Determine the meaning of

word or phrase by using

context clues

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review Vocabulary for Week 2.4

November DCA

11/1

TSW review previously taught standards in preparation for tomorrow’s DCA

TTW provide monitoring and guidance as students review for November DCARegular

Tuesday

Log in to

Edulastic

Demonstrate mastery of all

previously taught skills

ANTICIPATORY SET: Remind students of the rules and procedures related to taking a

DCA/Assessment

MAAP11/2
TTW actively monitor students as they independently complete their October DCA Exam in

Edulastic.

TSW demonstrate mastery on previously taught ELA skills

Regular

https://app.edulastic.com/author/tests/verid/617c32e6f97e71000964428e
https://app.edulastic.com/author/tests/verid/617c32e6f97e71000964428e
https://app.edulastic.com/author/tests/verid/617c32e6f97e71000964428e


Wednesday

ACT #4

Identify words and phrases

that include analogies and

allusions to other texts.

Analyze the impact of word

choice on meaning and tone.

Analyze the impact of

analogies and allusions to the

meaning and tone of other

texts.

Differentiate between

positive, negative, and neutral

connotations.

Identify and analyze figurative

language (simile, metaphor,

analogy, hyperbole,

personification, idioms,

onomatopoeia.)

ANTICIPATORY SET: Lesson 11 Slideshow

December DCA

MAAP

ACT Pretest

Lesson 11 Part 5

11/3

TTW introduce RCC Lesson 11 by breaking down standard and reviewing concepts related to

RI.8.4

TTW model Lesson 11 skills by demonstrating Parts 1-2

TTW provide GP as students work on Lesson 11 Part 3

Regular

Thursday Identify words and phrases

that include analogies and

allusions to other texts.

Analyze the impact of word

choice on meaning and tone.

Analyze the impact of

analogies and allusions to the

meaning and tone of other

texts.

Differentiate between

positive, negative, and neutral

connotations.

Identify and analyze figurative

language (simile, metaphor,

analogy, hyperbole,

personification, idioms,

onomatopoeia.)

ANTICIPATORY SET: Lesson 11 Slideshow

November DCA

MAAP

11/4

TTW review guidance on skills related to standard RI 8.4/RCC Workbook Lesson 11

TSW work independently on Lesson 11 Part 4

TTW monitor students and provide guidance as needed

TTW provide guidance to students as they provide correct answers to part 4

TSW work independently on Part 5 in Edulastic [This will be graded]

TTW actively monitor students as they work on Lesson 11 Part 5

Regular

Friday Identify and analyze figurative

language

Analyze the impact of word

choice on meaning and tone

Respond appropriately with

evidence, observations and

ideas relevant to a given topic.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Review previous major plot events in “Long Way Down”

LWD Assessment 2

11/5
TSW read/listen to recording of “Long Way Down”

TTW actively monitor and occasionally pause to pose relevant comprehension  questions to

ensure student understandingRegular

https://kami.app/VVM-Din-sWm


Question and reflect on

discussions.

Understand and use the rules

for having a conversation with

different partners.


